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Why a family newsletter
By Suzanne St. John
lost in Modern History. The individuals of this
family, their ancestors and descendants have been
merged, confounded, and obliterated into nonexistence by well-meaning researchers, heralds,
and family before us. It is our responsibility and
right to honor our ancestors based on the primary
records that have been left for us. We owe it to
them as genealogical preservationists to correct
historical

record

The over/under-stated relationship possibility
by Suzanne St. John

The St. Johns of Highlight, Glamorgan, Wales are

the

Endogamous DNA Matches

and

the

understanding.
For more information go to
www.stjohngenealogy.com
or email stjohngenealogy@gmail.com

public’s

A couple of years ago, I received an email
from an adoptee match at FTDNA. FTDNA
identified her as my 2nd-4th cousin, a likely 3rd
cousin, with 55 shared centimorgans with the
longest block sharing 25 centimorgans (54
total cm and 24 cm longest block with my full
brother). Additionally, in her non-identifying
adoption records there was an updated (after
birth between 1974 and 2003) claim that the
birth mother had a leg issue like my own. The
birth mother was identified as 16/17 years old
in 1973/4 (I was born 6 months after the
adoptee) and the birth father was about 3-5
years older than the birth mother. I asked the
adoptee to join the St. John DNA project and
compared her results to the St. Johns in the
project. She shared many ‘cousins-incommon” matches with not only myself and
my brother but with many other distantlyrelated St. Johns in the project.
I concluded our relationship was on my
father’s side of the family. As a third cousin
on my St. John side, it seemed logical that she
would be a descendant of my 3rd greatgrandparents Henry St. John (1793-1830) and
Marregrietyie Deyo (1791-1879). I went to
my website database and ran a report for their
descendants that were born within the years
of the birth mother and birth father and
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narrowed it down to my half-sister and her
husband, my half-brother, or a few other 1st
cousins. At Ancestry, I created an alleged
person as the child of my sister and linked this
adoptee’s DNA to this allege person record. I
started with my sister to rule her out. The
reason I wanted to rule her out was because
growing up it was alleged to me that I was my
father’s granddaughter and not his daughter.
One person that specifically made this claim
was my 12th grade psychology teacher who
also taught my sister 17 years prior. He told
me he believed I was my sister’s daughter and
that I was being raised by my grandfather. At
the time, I ignored this claim. But when my
dad died in 2008, my three half-siblings
claimed to be my father’s only children when
dealing with his probate. I had to sue them to
include my younger brother and me. My
mother also revealed to me at that time that
she had a lawyer send my half-brother a cease
and desist letter when she was pregnant with
me because he was claiming around town that
I was not my father’s child. This led to my
brother (born 13 months later) and I to DNA
testing to confirm we were full siblings and
St. Johns. And I had my mother DNA test to
confirm she was our mother. It was time to
end the rumors regardless of how they started.
Currently, I have no doubt as to who my

parents are, but, when the adoptee contacted
me, it made me wonder if everyone that
alleged I was not my father’s daughter were
mixing me up with this adoptee born about 6
months before me.
At AncestryDNA, when the adoptee was
linked as my niece, matches began forming
for not only the St. John sides, including
matches for both my father’s parents, but for
my brother-in-law’s parents also. It was
beginning to appear that this adoptee was my
niece. To verify it wasn’t a coincidence, I
repeated the exercise on the various cousins
also in the age range. The matches
disappeared, and new ones didn’t replace
them. If this adoptee was the child of my halfsister, then it was possible the relationship
range was under-stated by the DNA. My
sister and I could have ended up sharing very
little autosomal DNA since we only shared
one parent that could have then been reduced
with her child (there are rare cases where full
siblings share no common autosomal DNA).
This could have caused a half-niece to appear
as a third cousin in an under-stated
relationship. This would then explain the nonidentifying leg issues; except instead of about
the birth mother it was about a sibling of the
birth mother. Since the added information did
not include an author or source, it could not
be verified as authentic as stated.

Comparing Raw Data

I then uploaded the autosomal DNA raw data
for the adoptee and myself into my database
and compared the data for every
chromosome. What was shocking was that
both she and I had matching information on
the Y-chromosome #24 data. As women this
meant we had what they call pseudoautosomal DNA, where DNA can have a
cross over when passing DNA down from one
generation to another. So, females can inherit
an allele originally present on the Ychromosome of their father that crossed over
into autosomal dna. The adoptee and I shared
no common DNA on the X chromosome. This
led me to believe my father had passed down
Y-DNA to both my sister and I, but I had no
way to verify since I did not have a DNA
sample for my half-sister.

Clues beyond DNA

Another interesting detail was the fact that my
brother-in-law’s mother was from the same
area where this adoptee was born and given
up for adoption. She became a graphic artist
and was a notable person in the 1970’s, within
popular magazines, for her cross-stitch
products. In January 1974, the adoptee’s birth
mother shared a hospital room with another
couple who also had a daughter on the same
day the adoptee was born. The adoptee had
built a relationship with them and they

informed her that her birth mother made them
a cross stitch gift and this young woman was
with an older lady at the time of the adoptee’s
birth.

The drama

I shared the sum of my research with the
adoptee and told her I had a lot of work left to
do to prove this relationship. But, instead of
waiting for me to finish my research, the
adoptee hastily contacted my brother-in-law
using public record information and when she
did she gave him misleading information. She
claimed a DNA relationship to a family name
that his own father was adopted into. He knew
immediately that her DNA-based information
was inaccurate. My brother-in-law pressed
her for the true reason for contact and she
explained her adoption story. My brother-inlaw accused her of being a fraud, seeking
money, denied having a child in 1974 with my
half-sister, and I had to intervene after the
damage was done. It was a mess that blindsided and hindered my research efforts. My
sister and her husband broke off all contact
and refused to DNA test.

The odd clues

Even though I was growing confident about
the adoptee’s genetic placement with the
information I had and the matches that were
forming, there were anomalies that I couldn’t
ignore. So, I never allowed myself to stop
researching. Besides the non-identifying
information naming the birth mother and not
the maternal aunt with the hip issue, I couldn’t
ignore that at AncestryDNA, this adoptee was
not on my match list, but she was on my
brother’s list of matches; but instead of 3rd
cousin as reported by FTDNA, AncestryDNA
reported her as my brother’s 5-8th cousin.
AncestryDNA ruled she was likely a
coincidental match to me and a near distant
match to my full brother. But it didn’t explain
how she was a coincidental match to me and
a quality match to my full brother. It also
didn’t explain why FTDNA was reporting a
much closer relationship. This adoptee also
did not match my mother but had matches in
common with me, my mother and my brother.
I ended up mapping both my sister and her
husband’s family lineage forward and
backwards until I found a living relative not
caught up in small town drama. I found a man
on my sister’s mother’s side who agreed to
DNA test. Like the adoptee, his matches went
up the same family lines, but he was not a
match to this adoptee.
The adoptee matched my Goodson 2c1r
cousins (my dad’s mother’s side) at one
generation more than my brother and I did.
However, she did not match descendants of
my father’s siblings at all. One match was my
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dad’s oldest-brother’s granddaughter, Lori,
but she also didn’t match our Goodson
cousins.
Then I got my dad’s next older brother’s
grandson, Wesley, to DNA test at
AncestryDNA and he was not a match to the
adoptee or the Goodson cousins. He should
have been a 2nd cousin match to the adoptee if
she was my niece but with autosomal DNA,
some cousins will simply not find each other
as matches depending on how they inherited
their ancestor’s DNA. This was proving true
with my own ‘established’ cousins. Absence
of a match did not necessarily mean absence
of relationship; and a match in this case did
not necessarily mean existence of a
relationship. This was all so frustrating.

Endogamous DNA

When all these anomalies began to multiply,
I began to research the effects of endogamy
on autosomal DNA. There isn’t a lot of
information to be understood. When I asked
experts all they could tell me that it was
‘possible’. Endogamy is when children are
born to people who share common ancestors.
I knew in my St. John lineage that I descended
from clans that had intermarried for
generations; but those ancestors were back in
the 1500s and autosomal DNA only went
back about 4-7 generations, or early 1800s
and closer.
My lines were pretty-straight except for a few
older common surname lineages. If she was
the child of my sister, there wouldn’t have
been a lot of endogamy in this time-period, so
I began to have doubts as to her being my
niece, but I couldn’t yet explain how she
matched people who shared ancestors with
both my paternal grandparents and my
brother-in-law. In fact, she shared every
ancestor line with my half-sister’s two sons
that I was able to map out. It was phenomenal
if all of this was truly explained as just
coincidence.

New DNA matches

I spent months tracing the ancestry of her
matches. Unfortunately, many of her close
matches were other adoptees! Her matches
with some family history were in the 2-4th
cousin range or beyond, like me and my
brother. I was able to match some of their
lineages to St. John branches that were only
distantly related to me. But none of these
relationships explained how closely she
matched my brother and I at FTDNA.
Then one day, she got a 1st -2nd cousin range
match to an Andrew’s line that connected to
one of her other matches from a Benedict line
that connected distantly to my St. John line!

Lucille Andrew’s grandmother (alleged
grandmother of this adoptee), Mabel Benedict
(1878-1953) descended from 3 Benedict lines
through her father and she descended from
Morse/Moss line on her mother’s side. Lucille
Andrew’s husband descended from Smith
and Morse/Moss.

mom’s side until I compared her against the
St. Johns at FTDNA. This likely resulted in
the common matches with the adoptee and my
mother’s matches although I haven’t worked
any of them out. If the adoptee was in fact a
Reed, then her grandmother wasn’t likely
Lucille Andrews but a cousin of hers.

So, the adoptee’s Benedict ancestors 5
generations back shared 3 Benedict ancestor
lines. This resulted in her 3rd greatgrandfather being a Benedict on his mother
and father’s side. All three Benedict lines
descended from John Gregory and Sara St.
John whose daughter Phoebe Gregory
married John Benedict. This same 1st-2nd
cousin range match family to the adoptee had
Morse/Moss ancestors, Smith ancestors, and
Reed ancestors.

Emily Schreiner’s descendants live in the
same New York area where the adoptee was
born and where my brother-in-law’s mother
was from. There certainly could be some
endogamous relationships in this community
that are shared with the adoptee and my
sister’s husband; which would explain a
‘coincidental’ match to my brother-in-law’s
lineages.

On my paternal St. John grandfather’s side,
both my brother and I descend from Smith
and Morse/Moss. On my paternal Farlow
grandmother’s side my brother and I descend
from the same Smith line found on my
father’s, father’s side. This line also connects
my brother and I to our Goodson cousins who
also match the adoptee.

The adoptee stopped communicating with me
after Lucille Andrews was identified as a
possible grandmother. She also began
slandering me claiming my research was
way-off. The adoptee identified a person that
had given up a child for adoption, but this
woman refused to DNA test, establish a
relationship with the adoptee and to my
knowledge did not reveal the identity of the
birth father. I was not convinced the
connection was as certain as the adoptee
accepted it to be. The alleged birthmother’s
siblings welcomed the adoptee as their niece
(just as I had been willing to do) and one
alleged uncle DNA tested. While they
matched, if my memory serves me correctly,
they did not match as uncle-niece but instead
as 1st-2nd cousins. While I believe the adoptee
could descend from Lucille Andrews, I am
not convinced she identified the correct
birthmother. Without the authentic birth
mother DNA testing with obvious
endogamous populations affecting the DNA,
I do not believe she will ever know unless a
mother-child match appears with one of
Lucille Andrew’s or Emily Schreiner’s
relatives, my sister, or another cousin yet to
be identified.

Other DNA matches

On the other side of the adoptee’s family were
the matches that didn’t belong to Lucille
Andrew’s family and instead belonged to the
adoptee’s other parent.
These matches descend from an Emily
Schreiner (1896-1944). Emily descends from
a Mueller/Miller line that also appears in my
lineage. The Muellers appear in my maternal
grandmother’s Reed line (note Reed’s also
appear on the Lucille Andrew’s line). Another
clue from the adoptee’s collected research
was that a prescription was filled for her
where she was named Susan Reed prior to her
adoption and renaming. My maternal
grandmother was Lena Reed which led me to
originally think the connection was on my

More Drama
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One other issue about this adoptee is the fact
that she had several rather close matches to
other persons who were also placed up for
adoption at birth; male and female. This
meant that on her birth mother and father’s
sides there was a lot of adopting going on. So,
it would be rather easy to identify the wrong
“parents” within a 1st-3rd cousin range
community who verbally acknowledge they
gave up a child, especially if they refuse to
then back up the event with a DNA test to
confirm the biological relationship to a
specific adoptee.
When I stopped researching, my conclusions
were that the adoptee was either my halfniece or a very distant 9th cousin twice
removed or an endogamous cousin of
multiple paths. In her case, an exact parentchild relationship must be found with DNA
where she will have inherited half her DNA
from her birth mother and the other half from
her birth father. Those values cannot be under
or over stated with endogamy. Only then can
the other matches be truly placed and
calculated. Endogamy is difficult to work
with when one knows their lineages, it is
tragic when it affects an adoptee as it appears
to do in this case.
And, if she is connecting herself to the wrong
mother, she could be claiming the identity of
another adoptee and hindering that woman’s
progress while not getting any closer to her
own family history. DNA and data must
always match for confirmation regardless of
one’s emotional need for a connection.
***********************************
Note: Specific names and identifying
information were omitted to protect the
identity of living persons. At the time of this
article, this author has no idea who the
adoptee’s birthparents are and recommends
all adoptee/birth parent candidates DNA test
before accepting a relationship.

Write for us >>>

Submitting articles for future
publications
Types

Immigrant origins with a genealogical

•

summary.
The articles will be sent in Word Format to:

Problem solving articles with

•

•

Microsoft Word, 12-point type

•

Citations for each statement of fact that
is not common knowledge. Each
should be cited to one or more reliable
sources; primary sources preferred.

Submission Guidelines
•

genealogical summary.

stjohngenealogy@gmail.com

Focus

Writing Guidelines

•

We seek articles on the St. John families that

Submit a description of your article in
advance.

Genealogical accounts of families,

•

Limit to 6000 words or less

especially families for which no

•

Consider including digital copies or

genealogy now exists.

scans of original documents

are direct ancestors or descendants of the St.

•

Source Material

Johns of Highlight, Glamorgan, Wales. This

•

Current Events

forum encourages descendants and avid

•

Common Bonds

researchers with any level of writing skill to

•

Brick walls

participate. We can always find persons to

•

Help requests

help edit and improve submissions. The

•

DNA discoveries

family tree at www.stjohngenealogy.com is

•

Phonetic variations

the primary tree we use, update, and correct.

•

Newly discovered branches

•

Persons or Events of Interest

published will be attached to your

•

Biographies

person record on our website

•

Do not submit articles that have been
published before

•

Do not submit articles you are
submitting elsewhere

•

Include author’s direct lineage up to
Christopher St. John 1547-1616 of
Highlight, Glamorgan, Wales if known.

•

A PDF digital copy of your article once

Primary records >>>

Primary Records and
Documents for Genealogy
Primary source materials include such resources as vital records (birth, marriages, and
death), abstracts of wills, court records, town records, city directories, church (parish)
registers, census, newspapers, land deeds, military lists, passenger list, heraldry trees,
Visitation reports, tax rolls, archeological reports, and family folklore.
Evaluate the Evidence
•

How helpful is the evidence?

•

How reliable is the evidence?

•

Is it valid for meeting the
research objective and does it
produce some level of proof?

•

Is it objective evidence

•

Does it answer questions

•

Does it stand on its own merit?

•

Do others interpret it
differently

Remember all records are not equal
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St. John Genealogy & DNA
Social Media is a great way to connect with other St. Johns, share information, ask
questions, and learn. In addition to this newsletter, we have a Facebook page and
group!

Preserve your
DNA for the future
We are looking for DNA test subjects with
a documented and provable St. John
lineage to participate in our ongoing

www.facebook.com/groups/stjohngenealogy

Genealogical and DNA study.
Collections kits obtain salvia for testing.
They are non-invasive, painless and
private.

Volunteer Job Role
openings
Writer: A writer is someone who uses
descriptive and engaging written
language to create historical profiles and
summaries of our St. John ancestors.
Technical Author: A writer that
specializes in explaining genealogical and
other technical processes in a simple,
easy to understand, manner.

ask the experts >>>

Copy Editor: makes sure that published
or soon to be published works are free of

hasn’t Suzanne been helping me like
Q: Why
before?

A:

spelling and grammar errors.
Editorial Assistant: helps with the
general running of the newsletter, from
administrative to editorial.

In addition to her original disability issues, Suzanne was injured in a car accident and

Art Editor: creates an overall look of the
newsletter, making sure it’s both

has not been well enough to participate as often as her heart desires! Hopefully, a

attractive and easy to read.

surgery or two will offer relief soon! Thanks for the prayers and understanding!

If any of these VOLUNTEER job roles
interest you, please submit a brief resume
and portfolio sample to
stjohngenealogy@gmail.com
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Adoptee Searched for and Found Birth Family Using DNA
Two half-siblings adopted by the same family and their St. John connection
by Beverly Rose-St. John
Note: Initials have been used to protect the
identities of living persons.
First off, I am not a search angel. The research
I did was because I love a good mystery! I
love solving problems, crosswords, and
crimes! The fact that I’ve been in Law
Enforcement for 25 years certainly helped,
but if you have the will and desire to dig until
you find those answers, you can also solve
these mysteries!
My research began in May of 2016. I had
already submitted my DNA to Ancestry a
while back, mostly to break down my own
brick walls, and disprove the family folklore
that I was strictly German. I’m not.
However, in May of 2016, I received a
message through Ancestry from F., a 35-yearold, who just recently was told she was
adopted. She has a brother about 18 months
younger than her, and they shared the same
biological mother. She asked for whatever
help I could provide! At that time the only
information she had was she was born in
North Carolina, and her brother was born in
Kentucky. The biological mother lived in
Michigan, and we found out later that she
requested her second child be placed with the
first.
My first thought was – where do I begin? Are
they maternal or paternal relatives? F. had
submitted her DNA and the first thing I did
was compare matches. Since she came back
36% Italian (I’m zero), I knew she had an
Italian immigrant, and not too far back, in her
family line. I kept this in mind but didn’t
eliminate anything until further research.
F.’s matches were matches to my paternal
line, the one I knew the least about! Due to
her being a 2nd cousin match to me, her
biological line match wasn’t too far back. So,
the emails and messages went out – to all my
first cousins. Did anyone know of any child
put up for adoption in 1980? At that time, I
didn’t know if our common ancestor was
maternal or paternal, I was just asking
questions.

Identifying the Birth Mother

Very shortly afterwards, I contacted Suzanne
St. John. She narrowed my search to the St.
John/Wells line. My great grandmother was a
Wells, and she married a St John. Okay – I’m
getting somewhere! The only child of that

union I didn’t know much about was their
youngest daughter, Florine. I knew she was
married, had two children, divorced and
remarried, and moved away from Oakland
County, Michigan. The obituary for my great
grandmother, Pearl Etta Wells-St John, in
1940, gave the married names of the two
daughters. Their only son, my grandfather,
lived at home, was unemployed, and was
divorced. The 1940 census record for Florine
Lemon also gave me the names of the two
children, James and Janet. According to the
Sexton of the cemetery where my great
grandparents were buried, an older couple
came to visit the plot a few times a year, and
she believed they lived in Belleville,
Michigan. I knew in my gut that the woman
was the youngest daughter, Florine, and her
second husband. Searching Oakland County
marriage records, for Florine Lemon, gave me
the name of her second husband, Thomas
Courville. I did this because sometimes you
can find records for one spouse, and not
necessarily the other. What I ended up doing
is building a family tree for Janet Lemon and
James Lemon. They both were young when
their parents divorced, so they most likely
lived with their mother and step-father. I
searched both on People Search, google,
Facebook, Find-A-Grave, and any site I
could, to find relatives. In my search I located
Janet’s married name, T., and she had 5
children.
About this time, F. broke the news to her
brother that he was adopted. He agreed to
submit a DNA test. F. also asked her mother
about any information that was provided and
was told that the birth mother left a letter for
her son, whom she named Christopher. She
signed it Linda.
During this time, F. is reading and researching
everything she could. She examined every
document her mother gave her and called the
adoption agencies. North Carolina needs an
act of God to open an adoption, so we worked
from P.’s, her brother’s, paperwork. F. is a
brave girl and called the adoption center
where P. was placed through. The worker
agreed to try to contact the biological mother
to ask about contact. That turned out to be a
dead end, since people move, and we have
since changed from a landline to a cellphone
society. The information she did receive was
where the mother grew up, and nonidentifying information. It gave the ages of
the parents (birth mother’s) and birth
mother’s siblings. Turned out, birth mother
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had 2 brothers and 2 sisters, the exact same
number of children that Janet had. The birth
mother’s family lived in Michigan. I live in
Michigan.
I researched names of her siblings to try to
contact Linda and took to Facebook again. I
kept it light and said – ‘hey, we’re related!’
After making a few connections with her
siblings and sending messages, which were
ignored, I finally found Linda – which was
spelled Llinda. No wonder I couldn’t find it!
I send her a friend request, she accepted, and
after some light “likes” I sent her a message
and asked her outright if she gave 2 children
up for adoption, and she confirmed it. She had
no bio-father information for F., and gave the
name of Jay unknown last name, for P.’s
father. When asked, she said she did not want
any contact. No judging – I’m not in her
shoes, and her decision is her decision! I can
only imagine how she may have felt in 1980
and 1981 is something she has no desire to
relive. The good news is – we found the name
of the biological mother! For both F. and P.!

F.’s Birth Father

F. had another 2nd-3rd cousin match on
Ancestry, so I sent a message to Caroline (the
match) to see if she knew anything. I never
did get a response, although I could tell she
had logged onto the account. That bothered
me more than anything! Without letting that
stop me, I created a family tree for Caroline,
whose maiden name is Inzana. She’s Italian.
Bingo! Problem is, she lives in California, and
her family all live in Pennsylvania. Caroline’s
grandfather was born in Italy and immigrated
when he was young with his parents and
siblings. They lived in Pennsylvania and
worked the coal mines. I went back 2
generations, to the immigrant, and worked my
way down. I was looking for a Michigan
connection, since Linda was 17 when she got
pregnant, and was living in Garden City,
Michigan. I concluded the birth father had to
be in Michigan, also. During my research, I
found the name changed spellings from
Insani, Insano, Inzana and Inzano. The first
immigrant was Peter Inzano, who married
Lucy Mancuso prior to immigrating.
This was important because 3-4 cousin
matches to F. are Mancuso. By finding these
matches and creating trees, you find a
common link, a common name or ancestor.
F.’s matches were contacted. Another 2nd
cousin match popped up in Ancestry, and this

one was very welcoming! She said that
Caroline and she were sisters, and she gave
additional information for me to research.
However, her family became estranged from
other members, so she knew nothing about an
adopted child. She did confirm her great
grandparents, being Peter and Lucy Inzano.
Peter and Lucy Inzano had 7 children. By
creating trees for each one, I found the last
child, a son named Samuel, married in
Dearborn, Michigan. Finally, a Michigan
link! Although Samuel was born in
Pennsylvania, his wife was born in Italy and
immigrated when she was 1 year old. By
creating a tree for Samuel, using white pages,
‘Facebook stalking’, yearbooks, google
search, whatever you can, we located 4
children born to Samuel and Antoinette. One
son, born in 1960, would have been only 2
years older than the biological mother. I
concluded this is most likely the alleged
biological father. What is disturbing is
researching the candidate born in 1960; he
comes back as a registered sex offender. Was
the birth mother raped? Linda confirmed she
gave up F. and P. for adoption. With F. she
reported that she was 17 and at a party and
doesn’t recall the biological father’s name. As
of now, F. has not contacted the alleged
biological father. This is a more complex
situation than most, and her decision is hers to
make.

P.’s Birth Father

P.’s biological father was easy. Once his
DNA was submitted, a first cousin popped up.
His name is Mark and looking at his picture,
he looks a lot like P.! Mark lived in Livonia,
Michigan, and I sent him a message asking if
he would meet with me. I explained what I
was doing, and he agreed to meet with me. In
November 2016 we met at a coffee shop, and
he had already asked his family if they knew
or dated Linda. One of his uncles, Jonathon,
(used to be called Jay) remembered dating
her. He was never told Linda was pregnant.
As of this writing, P. is having reservations
about contacting him.

Conclusions

If you are assisting with a search, remember
to always keep good notes. Remember to
verify and verify again. Don’t assume
something, prove it! Lastly, don’t give in, you
may need to step back and think things
through for a little while, but keep
researching. Eventually you will find your
answers.
In the two years of research, and several
phone calls, I finally got to meet F. in June of
this year. She’s a beautiful person, and I felt
like I have always known her! We are very
fortunate to have her as one of ours!
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printed copy...

This newsletter
is intended
to be electronically
Finding
an Agent
That’s
Right fordistributed.
You Printing from the

electronic pdf will not be permitted. If you want a high-quality-resolution- color print

of the newsletter delivered to your home, then email stjohngenealogy@gmail.com
with your name, address and remit $26.00 for a one-year subscription. Subscription
costs will cover ongoing research, ink, paper, postage and handling.

DNA isn’t just for scientists

FTDNA projects:

The St. John Genealogy & DNA project has

St. John Family DNA Project: 123 members.

been an ongoing DNA effort since 2002.

https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/st-

Suzanne St. John became the volunteer

john/about/background

administrator for the project in 2013.
Glamorgan Wales Cousin Project: 386
In this role, she documented the lineages,

members.

where known, of each test subject. She has

https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/glam

compared DNA results, compiled reports, and

organ-wales-cousins/about/background

documented genetic family trees.

Test

subjects are identified by kit numbers not

AncestryDNA share results with THEPOETZ

names.

Contact us at stjohgenealogy@gmail.com

www.stjohngenealogy.com

1030 N. Townsend Loop
Post Falls, Idaho 83854

Suzanne St. John
Family Researcher
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coming soon >>>

In the Next Issues
•

Sir William St. John, Knight

•

Tipperary, Ireland St. Johns

•

The St. John Family Website

•

Pedigree Reports

